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LASH EXTENSIONS



Thank you for requesting Eloquent Eyes Lash Starter 
Pack.

Outlined below are the various styles available to help 
decide which lashes you may like. Should you have 
any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask by calling 
0418 954 203 or send a message via the link received 
with this Starter Pack. 

Your special offer is located at the end of this Pack. 
 

All sets include a full consultation with our highly qualified lash stylists to assess 
the most suitable styling for your face and lashes. 

LASH EXTENSIONS STARTER PACK!



Every appointment at Eloquent Eyes includes a full consultation with 
our highly qualified lash stylists to assess the most suitable styling for 
your face and lashes and reasons for wanting them.  We may go 
more mega volume with a True Cat Eye styling for a ball or event, or 
Kitten styling with medium texture for everyday wear.  You do not 
need to know the particulars, as our Specialists will do that for you. 

Not all lash Stylists are the same.  With the industry not being 
regulated, not all Stylists have undertaken the extensive education 
that our Specialists have.

The art of applying lash extensions requires training, skill and 
understanding of the science of curing of the lash adhesive.  

Retention can be affected by temperature and humidity during 
application.  Lengths, weights, types of curls of extensions need to be 
applied so that your natural lashes remain healthy and your eyes are 
not irritated.  You should not be able to feel that you are wearing 
lash extensions.    

 



LASH MENU

Everyday Express ½ Set  - 60 mins - $99

Half set of volume fans are perfect when you’re on a budget, time 
poor, trying lashes for the first time, or want lashes for a special 

occasion and can't help yourself by breaking the golden rule of not 
applying mascara to extensions.

If you don't use mascara on this set, you may need a refill appointment 
within 2 weeks and, depending on lash condition, can request one of 
the refill options below, or if you’re happy with the coverage, another 
set of Everyday Express ½ set.

If you wear mascara, it needs to be our Elleevate keratin mascara.  A 
refill is not possible after the application of mascara, so if you wish to 
continue, removal and new set is necessary.  Infills required at 2-week 
mark.



LASH MENU

Natural Express Volume – Premade Fans – 60 mins  - $130

A set of premade volume fans with a variety of 2-4d fans, depending 
on the look required. Lovely, full and natural, this set adds length, 
fullness and thickness. Coverage is approx 60% of natural lashes. 
Infills required at 2/3-week mark.

Natural Express Volume – Premade Fans Touch up - 30mins - $85
Natural Express Volume – Premade Fans Light Infill – 45 mins - $105



LASH MENU

Classic Lash - Full Set – 90 mins  - $150

Applies one lash extension to every possible natural lash and adds length 
and thickness (not fullness).  A very natural set which, often makes people 
think you look fabulous but can’t work out what’s different!  Infills required at 
2/3-week mark.

 Classic Touch up - 30mins - $70

Classic Light Infill - 50mins - $99

Classic Heavy Infill - 75mins - $125



LASH MENU

Glam Express Volume – Hybrid  – 90 mins  - $170

A full set of premade volume fans with a variety of 3-5d fans, 
depending upon the look you are after.  

Approx 70% coverage of natural lashes, adding length and fullness.  

Our most popular set that can be styled as volumes or hybrids.

Infills required at 2-3 week mark.

Want a fuller look - Upgrade to our Full Volume! 

Glam Touch up - 30 mins - $85

Glam Light Infill – 45 mins - $105

Glam Heavy Infill  - 60 mins - $115

Glam Infill - 90 mins - $120



Volume or Hybrid Upgrade - 2 hours - $190

Full set of stunning, fluffy handmade 4-7D volume lash extensions and 
extremely popular.  Gives fullness and definition.  

Hybrid is a mixture of classic and volume extensions giving both fullness 
AND length. 

Bold, dramatic, textured, defined, wispy or natural. Infills required at 
2/3-week mark.

   
Volume or Hybrid Upgrade Full Set - 2 hours - $190

Volume or Hybrid Light Infill – 60 mins - $125
Volume or Hybrid Heavy Infill – 90 mins - $175



Mega Volume  

Dramatic set of premade volume lash extensions applying 7-10+D volume 
fans. 

This set is thick, dramatic, bold, glamorous and daring.

Mega Full Set - 2.5-3 hours -  $250
Mega Light Infill - 60 mins - $125 
Mega Heavy Infill - 75 mins - $185



OFFER FOR NEW CLIENTS!

We are pleased to offer you a $50 voucher to put towards 
any full set (excludes Everyday ½ Set).  This applies to bookings in 
March 2021 only..

HOW TO BOOK IN!

Please book in online:
Eloquenteyes.gettimely.com
7/4 Alexander Road Padbury  WA  6025

A deposit is required, the $50 voucher will be redeemed when paying 
at the counter upon checkout.  
 
Whilst it is totally fine to change your appointment, we do require 48 hrs notice to 
change or cancel your appointment.  If we don’t receive this, a 50% non refundable 
booking fee will be incurred. 

PATCH TEST:  If you have not had extensions before, patch tests are necessary and shall be done 48 hrs prior to your lash 

appointment.  At this 10 minute appointment, we ask you to complete the consultation forms and before we apply just a few 

lashes to the outer corners of each eye. 

Patch testing is important, as there are different kind of glues used during application and we want to make sure that they don’t 

cause allergic reactions in our clients.  Book your patch test online or give us to call to schedule. 

 



WHAT OUR 
CLIENTS SAY 
ABOUT 
ELOQUENT EYES

Eloquent eyes is fast becoming one of my favourite places to go, and not just because they 
are lash and brow magicians. Margie and her girls make you feel like family from the 
second you walk in. They genuinely care about you walking out happy and feeling like a 
million dollars. I’m new to the beauty scene after being immersed in Motherhood for the 
last 13 years and Margie, Christina and Annie have kindly taken me under their wing and 
are transforming my neglected lashes and brows, which has helped improve my self 
esteem so much. The laughs we have are the cherry on the top! What a Padbury diamond 
we have in you girls, can’t recommend highly enough!!!!
Jess Devlin

Lots of help and support to choose my eyelash extensions. The bed and pillow 
was so supportive and comfy. The ladies were so friendly and professional. The 
best lash extensions experience I've had...and I've had lots!
I had my first ever brow design treatment. I am really happy with the results. 
Everything was explained so well and made me feel less nervous about having 
them done.
I Highly recommend Eloquent Eyes. I wouldn't go anywhere else now.
Laurie RD

Thank you Eloquent Eyes for your professionalism and 5 star application. Unfortunately I 
had lashes applied at a different salon. The previous salon's application caused damage to 
my natural lashes. Kate was fantastic in applying lashes that were safe and subtle and will 
allow my natural lashes to repair. Thank you 💕
Kate Fallows



We look forward to seeing you soon for a 
relaxing lash nap!

0418 954 203
margie@eloquenteyes.com.au
7/4 Alexander Road Padbury
Book online:  eloquenteyes.gettimely.com
www.eloquenteyes.com.au

mailto:margie@elqouenteyes.com.au

